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Abstract 
 

The computer game industry has grown in a rapid 
rate over the past two decades becoming a billion 
dollar industry, even rivaling the movie industry. The 
greed for money caused the industry to grow large but 
the maturity did not grow in proportion. Compared to 
software engineering, game development is still a seed 
waiting to blossom. In this paper a development process 
(RGP) for games development using various software 
engineering paradigms is proposed. Furthermore a 
comparison between RGP and other game development 
processes will to some extent show the strengths and 
weaknesses of this process. 

The conclusions drawn are based on already 
validated software processes since the game process 
inherits a subset of these.  
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1. Introduction 
Professional game development has been around for roughly 30 years now  [40] 

but it was not until recently that sophisticated game software processes emerged  [28]. 
Despite that, game development is not as established as traditional software 
engineering  [12]  [28]. The reason for this is because the industry mostly consisted of 
bedroom-programmers, people that were not disciplined in the art of software 
engineering  [12]. Publishers saw a market with great profit and exploited these people 
 [12]  [28].  

As the title of the thesis states, this report is about game development processes 
but with a focus on presenting the Rapid Game Process (hence forth RGP). Although 
presenting a software development process is something anyone can do, having 
experience in the field of game development and software engineering aids greatly. 
Studying existing process model’s advantages and disadvantages also keeps one from 
committing same mistakes in the own model but the quantity of publicly available, 
widely used process models is limited. A process that is not widely used may still be 
usable but a widely used process indicates a confirmation by the community. The 
reason to the low availability is simple and understandable, some game companies are 
composed of only a handful people, often as few as 5 people  [41] and we believe that 
that leaves them with very little time and resources to document or publish their in-
house processes. Another valid reason is that there is no immediate need to make an 
in-house developed model available for the public if it is only going to be used 
internally. 

 

1.1. Problem statement 

At the present, games are being developed in a very monolithic fashion  [12]  [28] 
making it very hard to reuse even the smallest portions of a game. 

The time resources required from an idea to a finished product are also becoming 
ridiculously high. The average development time for a game – from scratch – is 2 
years  [23]. By the time the game is released it might already have become outdated.  

 

1.2. Hypothesis 
Hypothesis: Developing games with RGP will result in an overall decreased 

development time. 
Expected outcome: True. 

 

1.3. Methodology 
This thesis will use the following methodology: 
 

1. Making a survey of existing methods and their pros and cons. 
2. Developing a method that make up for the drawbacks of the existing 

methods 
3. Evaluating the method by making comparisons between existing methods 

and the proposed one. 
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Exposing the advantages and disadvantages of respective game software processes 

allows one to map when a certain process is better suited than others. The developed 
method will attempt to reduce or completely remove certain disadvantages, such as 
high development time-cost or low reusability. 

This methodology will to some extent show that the developed method is a 
preferred choice in certain cases. 

 

1.4. Special terms and assumptions 
During this thesis we will make the following assumptions in order to alleviate the 

reading: 
• The development taking place will be using an object-oriented 

approach with languages such as C++. This will however not prevent 
the development on other function-oriented languages such as C. 

• The platforms which the games will be developed for are personal 
computers and major consoles such as Xbox® and Playstation 2®. 

• Terms such as ‘small games’ are relative. A very straight forward 
Tetris game will on the PC be considered a small game but large on 
handheld devices. 

 

1.5. Outline 
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 covers a survey of 

existing game software process models with their pros and cons. Sections  3 and  4 go 
over the details of the RGP game software process and some suggested guidelines to 
follow. In Section  5 a comparison between the existing game software process models 
and RGP is made. Section  6 is a discussion and is followed by conclusions of the 
thesis in Section  7. 
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2. Existing game development models 
Previous work describing game software engineering processes include 

Gradlander and Frost  [13], Rouse  [29] and Rollings and Morris  [28]. The models were 
based on interviews with their respective creators and show only a very abstract level, 
not delving too deep into the specifics of each process. 

The models covered in this work are Meier, Rouse, Logg and Rollings and Morris. 
These development models use similar approaches except for Rollings and Morris’ 
where they focus on a different methodology than agile development. 

Even though there can exist better or worse models, we chose to compare against 
these since their creators are experienced and well known for their work within the 
field  [5]  [12]  [28]  [30]. 

 

2.1. Overview 
The following subsections briefly describe some existing game software processes.  

 

2.1.1. Sid Meier 

During Meier’s many years of creating games he developed his own process 
model  [13]  [29]. The model includes five phases: 

 

 
 

 
Idea: in the first phase an idea is hatched out. This is the foundation for continuing 

the game development. 
 

Figure 1: Meier’s game software process model  [13]
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Vision: in the vision phase the idea is written down and specified on paper. 
Characters, maps and interfaces for the game are also sketched.  

 
Prototype: this phase is the implementation phase and is subdivided into four 

categories; level, graphics, sound and artificial intelligence. From these components a 
new prototype is created. The implementation steps are iterated until it founds a beta-
version of the game.  

 
Final Beta: in this phase major testing is performed concerning the functionality of 

the game and verifying that it agrees with the idea and vision phase. 
 
Finish: After extensive beta-testing the game is finally ready for its first release. 

 

2.1.2. Ed Logg 

Ed Logg has over the years developed a model where after the game vision has 
been established the team begins with the game design in parallel with the 
implementation of subsystems that are considered hardest to implement or most 
critical for the outcome of the project  [13]  [29]. This could be new graphics 
technology or advanced artificial intelligence. After roughly 15% into the project 
lifetime the team can begin working on the technical specification which represents 
non-critical implementation of the game. Implementing modules commences after the 
technical specification for it has been established and shortly after the first prototype 
emerges. It is not until the game reaches the beta stage that additional low priority 
contents like introduction movies and in-game scene cuts are added. 

 

 
 

2.1.3. Richard Rouse III 

Rouse’s model is described in his book Game Design: Theory and Practice  [29]. It 
has been developed throughout his experience of game developing. The model is 
divided into four phases. 

 

Design 

Technical specification

Implementation

Critical Implementation

Prototype Beta Final product 

Extra material

Figure 2: Logg’s game software process model  [13]
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Idea: The project of a game is started by an idea. This idea forms the foundation 
for continuing the project. 

 
Focus: In the focus phase a description of the game is written down on paper. This 

constitutes the same vision phase that was shown in Meier’s model. 
 
Iteration: In this phase the implementation of the game is made. This phase is 

subdivided into five sub phases. In the first sub phase; game context and things like 
game environment and graphics are determined. This follows by level, story and 
artificial intelligence: 

 
Story: every game has a story, which is an elementary part for a successful game. 
Level: this consists of implementing, for an example a 3D world. 
AI: this sub phase consists of implementing an AI engine. 
 
Furthermore these sub phases are tested and iterated until a successful prototype is 

established. 
 
Final Release: After making sure that the game works as it should a final release is 

established. 
 

2.1.4. Rollings and Morris 

Both Andrew Rollings and Dave Morris have over 10 years worth of experience in 
game design and it is noticeably shown in their book Game Architecture and Design 
 [28]. In the literature they present their own game development model in a very 
abstract way, including the benefits and drawbacks of using it. Their model is 
composed of two layers, the hard and soft architecture (Figure 4). The hard 

Game- 
content 

Figure 3: Rouse’s game software process model [13]
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architecture represents subsystems that interface with the computer hardware such as 
graphics, audio and input. They describe this layer as a horizontal solution, a generic 
framework that does not affect the type of game produced upon it. The software 
architecture is domain specific; meaning the 
architecture is specific to a certain game genre. The 
hard architecture will be a generic framework, reusable 
in future projects while the soft architecture usually will 
not. In initial projects, hard architecture will require 
more effort designing and implementing but that effort 
will greatly decrease for each iteration. These two 
layers form a generic game architecture. Their purpose 
with this two layered approach to game development is 
to decrease development time, increase reusability, 
flexibility and expandability. For the development 
process they suggest a tier-based system, much like the 
spiral model. This is an incremental development 
model, with each iteration adding additional 
functionality to the iterated object. In tier zero, a pre-project step, they propose to 
define the hard architecture with the aid of a prototype. This is what the authors call a 
“pre-project” investigation. Once the skeleton of the hard architecture has been 
defined, the results are unified into a generic framework. 

 

2.2. Pros and cons with present models 
Every model has its drawbacks and some possible flaws which were observed 

from the described processes above are presented here: 
 

• Both Meier and Rouse are widely known for their work within the 
gaming industry. Their models are very similar to each other with only 
superficial differences, both taking advantage of the iterative approach 
 [1]. There are no doubts about the effectiveness of their respective 
development models but the efficiency in the long run can be 
questioned. Judging from their models they leave little room in the 
development process for reusability but no real conclusions can be 
drawn regarding this matter since even if reusability is not a part of the 
design, it could still play a part at a lower level. 

 
• Logg’s model is basically a waterfall model with an extra parallel 

process: the critical implementation. The development paradigm used 
for the non-critical components is top-down development  [29]. Top-
down development in game development should be used sparingly 
because of the late implementation phase and is brought up in detail in 
Section  4.2.2. Implementing critical components that are specially 
designed for the game is a risk that should be carefully planned. There 
is the possibility that later in the project those components might not 
be needed at all resulting in major resource loss. 

 
• In contrast to the previous models, the Rollings and Morris’ model 

take reusability into consideration in the design early on, theoretically 
providing high reusability. Using Rollings and Morris’ model will lead 
to shorter development times however at the expense of the first 
project’s development time. In the first project the framework design 
must be created, leading to a very long project life time, time that the 

Soft 
Architecture 

Hard 
Architecture 

Figure 4: Rollings and Morris’ 
generic game architecture  [28] 
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team might not afford to spend. The RGP model is similar to Rollings 
and Morris’ model and suffers from the same problems. 
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3. The RGP model 
The RGP model is an iterative development model specifically designed for use in 

game development by small (1-4 people) to medium sized (5-12) development teams. 
RGP is lightly based on the software factory methodology. The term software factory 
refers to the methodology of producing software with techniques similar to those in a 
standard factory, such as one that manufactures cars  [28]. A software factory is 
designed to produce a set of reusable core components and tools that evolve over the 
course of several products. Much like Rollings and Morris’ model, RGP uses a two-
layered approach to game development with the innermost layer representing a 
reusable core and the game design as the outer layer. In RGP most emphasis is on the 
core layer since all games have this in common while the game design layer differs 
from genre to genre. 

Mr. Potato Head is a good analogy for describing a game developed through RGP. 
First there is the core, the potato’s body, which in our case symbolizes the generic 
framework. Then there are accessories (modules and components) that can be 
combined in countless ways and attached to the body to form a final look. 

 

 
 
A better analogy would be a computer system. Acting as the core is the operating 

system which works against hardware and supplying required functionality and 
applications developed for the operating system act as plug-ins. In other words, the 
framework will act as an operating system for games. 

It does not matter which genre a game belongs to, it will have the following three 
major subsystems: graphics, sound and input. RGP tries to shape the framework 
around these three subsystems. There are of course other major important components 
in a game but their existence in the project more or less depends on the chosen genre. 
We start by first presenting the RGP process model in Section  3.1 and deal with the 
specifics in Section  3.2. 

 

Figure 5: Mr. Potato Head® with accessories  [37]. Mr Potato Head 
is a registered trademark of Hasbro Inc
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3.1. Process model overview 
The RGP model (Figure 6) consists of three simultaneous processes, whereas one 

being optional. Each row represents a process. The first and optional process is an 
analysis process with the objective to estimate if the proposed project will be cost-
effective and estimate the risks of the project. This is in other words a feasibility study. 
The second process consists of analysis and design that stretches throughout the 
project’s lifetime. The third and last process is mainly an implementation and testing 
process and starts immediately in parallel with the other processes. Additionally the 
third process is divided into two parts, one for each development phase. Process three 
is also the most dynamic process of the three, affected by the size of the development 
team. This is where prototyping takes place. 

 

 
 
The first development phase is concerned with the framework design and 

implementation while the latter is game specific design and implementation. 
 

3.2. Detailed architecture 
This section provides an in depth study of the RGP model’s architecture. 

 

 

Analysis & Design 
 

Implementation 
& 

Testing 

Analysis 

Implementation 
& 

Testing 

Process two 

Process one 

Process three 

 Time

Figure 6: RGP development model. The communication between process two and three involves adding new features to the 
game or framework 

Development phase one

Development phase two

System iteration

Development phase iteration
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3.2.1. Development phase one 

Development phase one is strictly dedicated to the creation and refinement of the 
generic framework. The team cannot proceed to phase two unless a stable framework 
has been constructed. This is to make certain that the core can supply desired 
functionality. A function specification document is written to keep track of the 
functionality implemented in framework, which eases maintenance and future changes. 

 
Process one (Analysis) 
This process is entirely optional and bears no impact on RGP’s framework design. 

This is basically a risk analysis and a feasibility study. There is a requirement 
however, for starting the feasibility study and that is the vision document1. 
Management (project leader/publisher) must decide early on what the game will be 
like at the end of its development cycle. These are the reasons why this process is 
optional: 

• Some companies are not dependent on a publisher (indie2 game 
companies). The management might decide in making use of the point 
below. 

• RGP focuses first on designing and implementing the framework, 
meaning that it does not enforce a complete vision document for the 
game early on, giving the management the entire time-span of 
development phase one to write a vision document. 

. 
 
Process two (Analysis & Design) 
The analysis process is initially lightweight here. Like mentioned in process one, a 

vision document is not required which automatically means that a large part of process 
two in phase one is dedicated to the framework design. There are some requirements 
that must be satisfied immediately upon start. We call this a partial vision document 
since only a portion of the visions for the framework are suggested. The questions that 
must be answered are: 

 
• Which API’s will be in use? (Audio, Input, Network, Graphics etc) 
• Aiming for cross platform? Take future projects into consideration. If 

yes then the above point is also affected. 
• Graphics mode, 2D or 3D? 

 
All these points directly affect the framework design. Even when not developing a 

cross-platform framework, interfaces must be generically designed to hide away any 
API’s in use. The framework must be flexible enough to allow API or even entire 
subsystem replacements to take place. Even with current high-performance graphics 
hardware pure 2D games are still popular and being developed. The choice of 
designing the graphics engine to be 2D or 3D is important and caution must be taken at 
this step. Designing the graphics engine to be pure 2D will limit the framework for 
2D-games development only. Designing it to be 3D will however not limit it to 3D-
games. Many graphics API’s support billboarding techniques  [19]  [24] which allows 
the use of 3D primitives to simulate 2D functions. The only real drawback of choosing 
3D over a 2D-graphics engine is that there are still graphics adapters out there that do 
not operate fast or well on 3D operations (Intel’s motherboard-integrated graphicscard 
serie).  

                                                 
 
1 A vision document contains ideas of what the game will be like when it is finished. 
2 Abbreviation for independent 
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Adding New Components & features sub-process 
This iterative process should be used whenever new functionality is required in the 

framework or the game. The analysis and design group decide on a component or an 
existing component’s feature to add to the framework. A search against the database is 
performed to check whether a component with similar requirements exists. Should 
such a component exist then it must be validated before incorporated (Figure 7). 

In the beginning there will most likely not be many components available to 
choose from so the only choices left are to either purchase Commercial of the Shelf 
(COTS, described later in Section  4.3.3) or implement them ourselves. If one chooses 
to purchase COTS then the same validation process must be performed. Here however, 
we will assume that we will develop the component/feature ourselves. An artifact 
containing a brief description of the component/feature requested is passed on to the 
development team which in turn based on the artifact, writes up a requirements 
specification and finally implements the components according to that using a 
prototype initially. The requirements specification is then passed on the analysis and 
design group. At this point the analysis and design group must review the requirements 
specification to ensure that unnecessary requirements are not present. If such 
requirements were to exist then the requirements specification is sent back to the 
implementation group so they can revise. If the requirements specification is 
satisfactory then the component(s) are incorporated. There is also the possibility that 
the requested functionality will no longer be needed, for such scenarios the 
components are “frozen” and stored for possible future use. 

 

 
Validating and incorporating components 
This process is used for determining whether the existing component/module can 

or should be incorporated into the project. The validation process presented here is 
very generic and is to be complemented with software engineering validation 
techniques of choice. First it is confirmed if the component/module is developed 
through RGP. If a component was developed through RGP then certain reusability 

Requirements 
specification 

Implement 
component(s) 

Yes

Request 
functionality 

Functionality 
exists? 

Review 
requirements 
specification 

Incorporate 
new 
functionality

No 

Development process two: 
Analysis and Design 

Development process three: 
Implementation 

 

FreezeValidate

Figure 7: Process flow for adding new components and features 

Modifications
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factors can be bypassed since the component/module has already been validated. 
Special consideration must be taken if the component/module is designed to work 
against the hardware. Such a component/module might be the Graphics subsystem. 
These types of subsystems are likely to work against an interface with many derived 
concrete implementations, especially if the component/module was developed taking 
cross-platform into consideration. If the component/module is not cross-platform 
friendly then its design must be further analyzed. It is imperative that any hardware 
component/modules follow certain guidelines to allow reusability and expandability 
since these are likely to end up as a part of the framework. The guidelines for 
increasing expandability will be discussed in Section  4. If the component/module is 
not RGP produced then its requirement specification and design must be verified and 
validated to ensure that the component is stable, i.e. not change its design dramatically 
in future revisions. Guidelines such as the Open/Closed principle  [5]  [12]  [28] are 
important to follow if the design is to provide flexibility. This implies that software 
entities (classes, modules, functions, etc.) should be open for extension but closed for 
modification. The Open/Closed principle is an object-oriented design principle and is 
“the heart of an object oriented design”  [22]. 

Should the component/module have a high degree of dependencies then the team 
must decide whether to incorporate or discard it. An example of high dependency is an 
AI-module that requires environment input from the environment system (this system 
might use line-of-sight calculations which the graphics system provides)  [12]. This 
means that one cannot reuse the AI-module without being forced to use the 
environment system. The environment system itself might also be dependent on some 
other module further increasing the dependency. 

 

 
 

Process three (Implementation & Testing) 
Implementation and testing are the main themes of this process but lightweight 

analysis and design is also executed here. The implementation group waits for 
functionality requests from process two. When they receive an artifact containing 
description of the requested functionality, their first task is to quickly write up some 
basic requirements. It is very important to only add requirements that are mandatory to 
accomplish the desired functionality. Requirements that are useful but not directly 
needed should be left out. Such requirements could be adding multiplayer support for 

Created 
through RGP? 

Works against 
hardware 

Cross platform 

Requires many 
dependencies 

Yes Yes 

Revise 
requirements 
specification 

Discard 

Reuse base 
requirements 
only 

Incorporate 

No 
No Yes 

No 

Yes 

Figure 8: Validating components before they are incorporated into the framework or game 

No 
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the game. For action games this might be considered a desired requirement while for 
Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing Games this is considered a critical 
requirement.  

After a requirements specification has been written the implementation groups 
continues by implementing the component(s). When the requested functionality has 
been achieved the implemented component(s) and the requirements specification is 
sent to the analysis and design group in process two. They decide whether to accept, 
discard or modify the solution. 

Besides the tasks described above, the implementation group must follow certain 
guidelines when it comes to implementing the solutions. The team could ignore these 
guidelines but they help with increasing reusability and are good practices in general.  
Most important are: 

 
• use design patterns where ever applicable 
• use bottom-up development 
• component-based development (aim for component/modular 

reusability) 
 

During the development phases, unit and system tests are performed while white-
box and black-box respectively are used in alpha and beta stages of the game. 

The testing during phase one is on a relatively small scale compared to 
development phase two. During development phase one tests are performed on the 
framework only. In development phase two the testing procedures escalates and 
introduces regression testing.  Regression testing (or verification testing) involves 
testing the entire feature suit of the game ensuring that any modifications to existing 
features work and do not affect other parts of the code such as fixes  [39]. 

 

3.2.2. Development phase two 

Development phase two is strictly dedicated to the creation of the game logic1. 
This phase is very similar to the previous one. Functionality is requested from analysis 
and design group in process two, requirements specification and components are 
created in process three based on the request and passed on to process two. The only 
difference is the functionality being requested. In development phase one, only 
framework functionality would be requested while here only game specific 
functionality. 

 

3.2.3. RGP framework architecture 

In this section we delve deeper into the architecture of the RGP framework, which 
subsystems that are considered critical and why. Possible subsystems that can be 
introduced into the framework are those that follow both of the following 
requirements: 

 
• Provides functionality needed by all games – the functionality the 

subsystem provides must be required by any game, examples are 
subsystems such as graphics and audio. 

• Must be self-contained – the subsystem is not allowed to be dependent 
on any other subsystem in order to function. 

                                                 
 
1 The game mechanics 
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The first requirement is obvious; if we added components that are not always 

needed in games then the framework would eventually become bloated. The second 
requirement is because of reusability issues, a system that is self-contained will not 
break, become unusable, if another subsystem is replaced entirely.  The framework 
must not be allowed to become monolithic. 

In Figure 9 we have defined our own abstract view of the architecture for a game. 
Any games’ subsystem can be classified under these four categories: game logic, 
input, output and logistics. 

 

 
 

The game logic manages the game’s state and its change over time. Input acts as 
the layer for providing commands to the game logic through devices such as 
keyboards, mice, network connections and even files. Without these commands the 
game logic would not be able to change its state. Input is however not to be confused 
with file I/O operations. Output provides a visual and audible representation of the 
game logic’s state. Logistics provides systems that are hidden from the player and that 
are very important in every game. These systems’ task is to manage and control the 
flow of data and other resources. 

The RGP framework’s purpose is to provide the most critical systems illustrated in 
Figure 9. Subsystems such as the memory manager and universal event handler are not 
critically required in smaller games and should instead be provided as plug-in systems 
for the framework. The file manager is mostly important for cross-platform games 
where a common interface for reading and writing to files is required due to 
differences in the way the operating system stores data. 

The subsystems presented next are the most important parts of the RGP 
framework. 

 

Game architecture 

 
Game logic 

Input Output

 
 

Logistics 

MemoryManager 

Universal 
event handler

ResourceManager

InputManager 

InputDevices 

Network
Manager

GraphicsManager

AudioManager 

Figure 9: RGP Game architecture with the blocks representing the layers of the game 

Part of the RGP framework

Critical systems for
larger games 

Domain specific systems

FileManager 
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Logistics layer - Resource manager 
Figure 10 illustrates a manager pattern for character entities. Each character entity 

has a mesh1 class responsible for rendering and animating a 3D mesh. The mesh class 
is in turn composed of a multiway tree similar to a scene graph with each leaflet 
containing actual vertex and texture data inside a mesh container. For small games this 
may be acceptable but for larger games this is an extremely dreadful solution. 

 

 
 

Consider this scenario where a player is located somewhere in a game level and 
scattered around the level are 30 enemy characters, each representing the same unit 
type. The memory footprint for an enemy unit is: 

 
Table 1: Example - memory footprint for a game character  
Mesh data: 256kb
Texture data (dimensions: 512x512x24bit): 768kb
Total memory: ~1Mb 

 
Using this design for game entities the memory required just for storing these 

would be 30Mb. Including the remaining entities in the game world like level and 
sound data we would be quickly exhausting the system’s memory. Table 1 exhibits the 
best case scenario where we are assuming that there is only one mesh referencing one 
texture file; in the worst case there would be many mesh containers referencing the 
same texture resulting in the same texture being loaded multiple times. 

 The problem with this design is that instancing is not taken into consideration; 
even though the enemy units are loaded using the same mesh and texture data, the data 
is not shared between them but loaded as if they each were unique unit types. One 
possible way to solve this problem is to use reference counters but even then, the 
problem remains. In the next scenario we have character entity A, created through 
loading the mesh from file and character entity B, created by cloning entity A and 
properly increasing the reference count for each affected mesh and texture. What if we 
want to create another character entity from the same file used for entity A after a 
while? Since the game does not know that it is the same mesh used by entity A and B, 
it will not be instantiated. The solution is to use a centralized data manager, a resource 
manager. 

                                                 
 
1 A set of polygons grouped to form a geometric model 

Figure 10:  Design for representing character entities in a scene
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Any object that needs heavy memory data such as meshes, textures and sounds 
will have to get a reference to it through the resource manager. If the data is already 
loaded, its reference count is increased and a handle or reference is returned back to 
the entity that requested it. If the data is not available it will load it and exist until there 
are no more objects using it. This keeps the entities’ implementation cleaner since no 
instancing needs to occur. Using the same scenario as before the memory footprint for 
a single character would remain unchanged but because of the instantiation feature we 
can add virtually an infinite number of characters and the memory required would still 
remain 1Mb. 

 
Output layer - Graphics manager 
Even at the most basic level, a graphics engine must be able to render the objects 

that are visible to the user  [5]. There are basically two ways to handle rendering of 
game entities, the first option is to let the entities be responsible for their own 
rendering like described above (Figure 10) and the alternative is to let the graphics 
engine handle all rendering operations. Again, like in the previous example with the 
resource manager, the first design of entities being responsible for their own rendering 
is acceptable for small games but not feasible for larger games because of its 
limitations. To validate this statement Figure 11 illustrates a very simple use-case 
diagram of the player interacting with the world environment. 

 

 
 

 How does one go about adding this functionality? When the player picks up the 
weapon it should become linked with the hand holding it, its local transformation 
directly affected by the hand’s transformation. Before proceeding with the problem 
description an explanation of the type linkage between objects is in order. 

 

Pick up weapon

Drop weapon

Figure 11: Simple use-case of character-world 
interaction 

Player
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Figure 12a shows three bones with their translations at origin {0, 0, 0} but with 
varying rotations. Transforms in these scenes are relative meaning that each bone’s 
world transform is directly dependant on its parent’s world transform. Depending on 
the order these bones are linked, different postures can be created (Figure 12b and 
Figure 12c). 

Continuing with the problem at hand, a solution is to add an array of pointers 
member in the mesh class to point to any linked objects. So far this is no real problem, 
when the mesh’s coordinates are updated then so must the linked objects. We are 
assuming that there are manager objects for managing the meshes and static objects 
such as weapons by calling update and render functions. The transformations are 
calculated in the update functions. 

Since the weapon’s transformation is relative to the hands, it must be calculated 
after the hand has been positioned. Problem arises when the weapon’s update function 
is called after the player’s. The player updates the weapon’s transformation like it 
should but when the weapon’s update is called the transformation used will be the 
weapons local and not the calculated one from player’s update call. Figure 13 
illustrates the resulting transformation for the weapon. There is a need for managing 
the order of update calls. 

 

 
Figure 13: Incorrect order of transformations, the weapons update() is called after its own transformation 

has already been calculated by the mesh object resulting in data being overwritten 

Figure 12: a/b/c: Transformations applied to links in a different order
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The problem becomes much worse when the links increase. Imagine the player 

inside a car, equipped with a gun and wearing a hat while traveling on a ferry. 
Controlling the order the objects are updated is nearly impossible. The meshes that can 
be linked could have an additional member variable to keep track if it is linked by 
another object and thus ignore its own transformation update however the complexity 
would be to high. 

The solution to this problem is by using an abstract multiway tree also known as a 
scene graph. The scene graph stores relationships between objects in the game world 
much like the human body. Figure 14 illustrates a scene graph over a car and its parts. 
The nodes contain local transformation data while the geometry core leaf nodes 
contain mesh data. Each node has an explicit reference to the parent holding it. This 
eases when the node wants to remove itself from the tree or when new data is present 
and it needs to be propagated up the hierarchy. 

 

 
 
Each node also contains besides the local transform matrix, a world transform 

matrix. The local transform matrix is the object’s coordinates in object space while the 
world transform matrix stores the object’s coordinates in world space. The world 
transform matrix is calculated by concatenating all the predecessors’ local 
transformations. The world transform for one of the wheels would then be WWheel4 = 
LWorldLCarLWheelsLWheel4. Using a scene graph to represent the hierarchy between objects 
will eliminate the previously described problem. 

The uses for the scene graph do not stop here; because it is an abstract tree it can 
also store nodes such as cameras, lights, rendering states and even sound effects. A 
scene graph is in other words an indispensable part of a game. 

 
Output layer - Audio manager 
Compared to the graphics engine, the sound engine is fairly simple in complexity. 

At the most basic level the sound engine has to provide the following functionality 
 [12]: 

 

Figure 14: Relationship between different parts of a car  [27]
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• load and unload sound/set of sounds 
• play sound 
• stop sound 
• set sound parameters (position, volume, frequency etc) 

 
For this subsystem only two interfaces will be required; a Sound interface 

representing audio data and an AudioManager interface for managing the sounds. This 
means that only two concrete implementations are needed for each platform  [12]. 
 

Input layer - Input manager 
The Input subsystem is responsible for all input the game logic receives. Its 

purpose is to provide a common interface for commands sent to the game logic. This 
includes keyboards, mice, game pads, joysticks, AI and even network connections. 
The network module is however not included as a part of the Input subsystem by 
default since all of the rule conditions are not fulfilled. Instead it acts as an extension 
to the Input subsystem and is a part of the modules/plug-ins package. The Input 
subsystem is also fairly simplistic in terms of complexity and consists of an 
InputDevice interface and an InputManager implementation. 

 

 
 
When the game starts, each input device that wants to provide its services registers 

itself to the InputManager. With this design we have decoupled the InputManager 
from the input devices and increased the scalability of the Input subsystem since 
virtually an infinite number of input devices can be added. 

When the user initializes the InputManager he also supplies which input devices to 
create. The InputManager stores interface pointers to these created input devices’ 
implementation in a list. Each frame or time frame the InputManager calls the Update 
function for each created device to update their state. With the aid of an InputListener 
interface, an entity can receive inputs from any input device. The entity that wants to 
receive input data must first derive from the InputListener interface. This interface 
enforces one single function; here for simplicity called OnEvent (). The entity then 

Figure 15: The Input subsystem
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calls InputManager and tells it which device it wants to receive input from. Whenever 
there is data the entities are notified and can act accordingly. This design does not only 
apply for external hardware devices such as keyboards, mice and joysticks but also for 
AI subsystems and files. File devices are used for replaying a sequential list of 
commands stored in a file. Such a list of commands could be the recording of the 
human player’s actions during a race in a racing game. 

The latter three subsystems are critical for a game and cannot be ignored. The 
resource manager however is not required but a highly desired module for obvious 
reasons. There exist other subsystems that are also important such as a generic event 
handler. Designing such a system is not the purpose of this work and will not be 
presented here. 

In the RGP framework there is a simple abstract component that controls these 
subsystems. This component is responsible for initializing the framework, handling the 
main game loop and must be overridden by the game application (Figure 16). 

 

 
 

Figure 17 illustrates a wider perspective of the framework’s role in a game. It 
provides services to both the game and domain specific components. 

 

 
 

In the RGP model, implementation starts in parallel with the other processes. 
There are several reasons for that: 

 

Framework 

Domain specific Modules 
& Components 

(Plug-ins) 

My Game 

Figure 17: RGP game architecture, the 
RGP framework providing its services to 

the outer layers 

Derived 
Controller 

 Input 

 Audio  Graphics

Controller 

MyGame

Resource 
Manager 

Figure 16: Communication between the subsystems

Framework
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• Framework design – since the framework is shaped around the three 
subsystems of a game one may design these immediately, they do not 
affect the game design prototyping. 

• Time – there usually exists a “dead time” for developers at the start of 
the project, often during feasibility study which is wasted. Feasibility 
studies usually take 1-2 weeks which is a very long time. A lot of 
design work can be accomplished during that period e.g. the 
framework design. 

• Prototyping - in the waterfall model many of the requirements and the 
design cannot be properly tested until the implementation phase. In 
RGP on the other hand the results can be viewed directly and quickly 
modified if needed. Game development processes other than RGP also 
start with implementation early using prototyping. 

 
We wanted to maximize the efficiency of the team. Is it not a waste of resources in 

process two and three then? The effort will be in vain if the result of the feasibility 
study recommends dropping the project right? Unless your game company is going 
bankrupt then it will simply continue on to the next project and in that case the effort is 
not lost. If we think about it, what is it that is being developed in development phase 
one? The answer is: the framework. Even if we managed to develop 1% of the 
framework during the feasibility study then surely you would not want to throw that 
away and redo it in the next project, you simply freeze the work that was completed 
and pick up where you left off on the next project. The framework is supposed to be 
generic after all. In present software processes, the implementation is stacked up near 
the end with a very limited timeframe. We understand that a requirement and design 
phase is critical and many processes insist that these must be established first before 
starting to code. However these phases never stay static, they change constantly and 
that is the reason we often stress near the end, trying to include modified requirements 
or design. That is also why we believe that implementation should start early and take 
its time, a rushed job often leads to bugs. 

 

3.2.4. Prototyping 

In game development it is extremely important to quickly decide whether a 
proposed design works or not  [18]  [28]. This is where prototyping comes into play. A 
prototype is an initial version of a system used for testing out requirements and design. 
A prototype aids in the following requirements engineering process activities  [33]: 

 
• Requirements elicitation – Allows the development team to 

experiment with an early version of the software and helps in locating 
any potential hidden requirements. 

• Requirements validation – Errors in the requirement specification 
might be discovered 

 
In game development prototypes are essential since they allow you to test out 

difficult aspects of the game such as game play balance before having to implement 
them for real  [28]. 

 
Evolutionary prototyping 
Evolutionary prototyping starts out with an initial implementation and is then 

evolved by exposing this to the user comment and refining it through many stages 
 [33]. 
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Rapid prototyping: Component and application assembly 
This kind of prototyping is dependent on already existing set of reusable 

components and a mechanism for allowing communication between these components 
 [33]. 

 
During initial RGP projects evolutionary prototyping might be preferred over rapid 

prototyping because of its incremental expanding properties. In later projects where 
the framework has been established the team can switch to rapid prototyping and take 
advantage of the core components. 

It is very important that prototyping code is not used in the end game1. Prototypes 
are often not developed for speed or efficiency and a significant amount of rework 
may be required before they can be used in the game. A cleaner and better system can 
be created in less time than it takes to convert prototype code into production code 
 [28]. 

In Section  3.1, Figure 6 does not show if prototyping takes place. However the 
reason prototyping was not brought up is because its existence and form depends on 
the development team’s size. For very small teams (1-2 developers), creating a fully 
featured prototype of a complex subsystem and then rewrite the code to fit the 
proposed design may become a too great of a burden. Instead it would be preferred to 
prototype in smaller iterations; a feature is prototyped before finally implementing it in 
the final design. The optimal development flow is presented in Figure 18.  

 

 
 

In parallel with the framework design, game specific requirements are already 
tested in development phase one using prototyping and continue through out the 
projects lifetime. Since the required framework subsystems are still being developed, 
provisional replacements are developed until they can be replaced by their counterparts 
in the framework. This parallelism is hard to achieve when the team consists of only 
one or two members since the design of the framework takes priority over testing 
requirements with prototypes. 

 

                                                 
 
1 A game near its release phase 

Game design prototyping 

Framework 
Implementation 

Process three 

 Time 

Figure 18: Using prototyping in RGP

Development phase one Development phase two 

Game 
Implementation 
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3.3. RGP Framework iteration – An example 
In parallel with the thesis we will attempt to produce a new game by reusing the 

framework from an older game created through RGP  [15]. This older game, hereby 
called GameA, took six months to produce and underwent the very first iteration of the 
framework. The goal of his example is to be able to reuse the framework without any 
modifications and be able to produce a new game upon it. The results will be presented 
in Section  6.3. 

 
Table 2: Development time for a game using RGP  
Project start: 2003-12
Project end: 2004-05
Hours/week: ~7-8h
People involved: 1
Total time (man hours): ~205h
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4. RGP Guidelines 
This section brings up necessary guidelines which should be used when 

developing with RGP. Section  4.1 starts off with proposed game architectures 
followed by different methods of development to use in Section  4.2 and finally in 
Section  4.3 reusability in game development is brought up, the need for and how to 
integrate. 

 

4.1. Suggested game architectures 

In the figure below a game architecture from Game Architecture and Design  [28] 
is provided. 

 

 
 

Rollings and Morris identified these subsystems as the minimum required for a 
game: 

 
• user interface 
• bidirectional event handler 
• data engine (Resource manager) 
• dynamics system 
• logic engine (game logic) 
• graphics engine 
• sound engine 

Figure 19: Suggested game architecture by Rollings&Morris  [28] 
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• hardware abstraction 
 

with the following, desired but not required, secondary subsystems: 
 

• configuration system 
• menuing system 
• online help 
• music system 

 
With the exception of one or two subsystems, this is also our view of how a game 

is built with the most critical subsystems being input, audio, graphics and resource 
cache1. Plummer  [26] agrees that this architecture can work for a game but that the 
dependencies greatly limit its expandability and reusability. We do not find this 
statement to be entirely correct. The logic engine has a high dependency degree but it 
is domain-specific which makes it poorly reusable in either case. The user interface is 
almost always customized for each game and created from scratch  [18]. As in the RGP 
framework, the three major subsystems are present together with the resource 
manager. The only place where the expandability and reusability of the game can be 
hampered are in those four areas mentioned. It all comes down to how the system is 
designed. Using an universal event handler can weaken dependencies between major 
subsystems. The system can become scalable by building the engines around common 
interfaces and using the object factory pattern (explained in Section  4.3.4). 
Furthermore, relations between subsystems like in Figure 19 are inevitable in an 
endgame. Subsystems like Physics have a tendency to force relations to it throughout 
the game  [18].  

In “Game Coding Complete 2nd Ed.”  [18] McShaffry suggests a game architecture 
of his own (Figure 20). It is composed of three layers: the application layer, the game 
logic layer and the game view layer. The application layer deals with the hardware and 
the operating system, game logic manages the game’s world state and the game view 
presents the game state. This game architecture is based on the Document/View 
architecture  [20]. 

 

 
 

This architectural pattern is extremely powerful and useful in a game with a 
framework  [21]. RGP uses a similar architecture but with a lesser compact structure. 
The application layer would be reinterpreted as the Input, Output and Logistic layers in 
RGP. The game view layer would also be a part of the Output layer. 

                                                 
 
1 A smart software entity that performs resource management and is able to predict when resources 
will be needed and load them appropriately 

Figure 20: Abstract view of McShaffry’s game architecture [18]
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4.2. Architecture design 
This section brings up the preferred development methods to use when using RGP 

for game development and a suggested architecture for the framework. 
 

4.2.1. Iterative approach 

Figure 21a shows a common view of the waterfall model  [33]. The waterfall 
model is distinctively separated into four phases making it an easy to adopt process. 
For games development however this model is not optimal. The team is compelled to 
wait until the implementation phase in order to confirm that a certain requirement 
works as intended. This is not acceptable as it is extremely important to quickly decide 
whether a proposed design works or not, hence the importance of prototyping in game 
development. Over the years several variations of the waterfall have emerged, like the 
one in Figure 21b. The phases in Figure 21b abides by the 80/20 rule and overlap each 
other in order to shorten both the time between phases and the overall development 
time. This does however not change the fact that the time gap from analysis to 
implementation can still be months apart.  

 

 
 

We want a process simple as the waterfall but with the possibility to quickly 
accept or reject requirements. In Figure 22 another modified version of the waterfall is 
shown. Just like in the modified waterfall model in Figure 21b, the phases overlap 
each other but to a much higher degree. Next the overlapping phases are sliced 
vertically into numerous columns with each column representing an iteration cycle.  

 

Analysis 

Design 

Implementation 

Testing 

Analysis 

Design 

Implementation 

Testing 

Waterfall model 

Modified 
waterfall model 

Time 

Figure 21b: Modified waterfall model

Figure 21a: Waterfall model
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This new model in Figure 22 resembles the spiral and tier-based model. With this 

model the previous requirement of a shorter time gap between theory and putting that 
theory into practice is achieved. RGP uses this approach to game development. As a 
result of the two layered approach RGP will still be bound to the old waterfall model 
(Figure 23). If a specific functionality is required in development phase two which is 
not provided by the framework then the team has to return to development phase one 
and add it. 

 

 

4.2.2. Top-down vs. Bottom-up 

In software engineering it is a good practice to have requirements and a design 
ready before starting implementation. Such is indeed the case if you are implementing 
in the top-down environment  [33] since you start from the top level and work your 
way down and thus must know the entire system structure right from start. The major 
difference between games and applications is the way they are designed. In game 
development, even if a top-down structure is feasible, a bottom-up structure is desired 
 [30]  [11]. 

 
Top-down  [14]: 

• After the system is built with stubs the process of building these starts 
from the top level 

• Start from a common object and derive attributes from it 
• OOP paradigm: Inheritance 
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Figure 22: Waterfall model turned iterative
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Figure 23:  RGP model viewed as a waterfall model
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Bottom-up  [14]: 
• The system is built from the smallest components and work itself 

upwards in the hierarchy 
• OOP paradigm: Composition 

 
The benefit of a top-down developed system is that it is more likely to match the 

user requirements compared to a system developed with a bottom-up approach  [25]. 
GameArchitect.net brings up design issues regarding both paradigms in game 
development:  

 
”Inheritance is one of the tightest couplings there is in C++. As such, it affects not 

just program logic, but also the physical design of a program. Inheritance always 
creates compile- and link-time dependencies in your code. To compile a file using any 
game object, the parser must also load the header files containing all its ancestors. 
The linker must resolve all dependencies to the same.  If any game object needs to 
know about its descendents, then cyclic dependencies arise, and proper levelization 
becomes impossible. Component-based game objects are cleaner and more powerful 
than game objects based on inheritance.  Components allow for better encapsulation 
of functionality.  And components are inherently dynamic - they give you the power to 
change at runtime state which could only be changed at compile time under an 
inheritance-based design.  The use of inheritance in implementing game object 
functionality is attractive, but eventually limiting.  A component-based design is to be 
preferred.”  [9]. 

 
In other words, the major benefit with bottom-up is that one does not have to know 

the overall structure of the game in order to start developing. Another reason for 
choosing bottom-up over top-down is reusability. Inheritance is strongly binding  [12], 
making it hard to reuse components. With a top-down approach, each component is 
conformed to its parent. With a bottom-up approach however each component is 
designed to conform to only itself and its children. Top-down development also suffers 
from something described as the “big-bang nature”, i.e. the system will not be 
operational until the end of development  [25], which is not feasible in game 
development. Prototyping can occur even in a top-down development environment but 
that does not change the fact that the proper design will not be implemented until the 
implementation phase. For a set of subsystems, such as the framework in RGP, this is 
a terrible choice since the supposedly stable foundation will not be in full operation 
until the end of the development. Subsystems that depend on the framework are then 
put in a vulnerable position since an unforeseen bug might put the entire production to 
a halt. Developing these important subsystems early also allows for extensive testing  
(regression testing) until the end of the project. 

 

4.3. Reusability 
Reusability is something to be strived for in development. Redesigning common 

components each and every time is a waste of valuable resources. 
 

4.3.1. Reusability factors 

The main goal with RGP is to provide a high reusability rate but what do we 
define as reusable? Code, function, component or module reuse? We obviously want 
to provide as high level as possible so we are going to aim for component, module and 
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package reuse (keep in mind that a module being reusable does not automatically mean 
that the components it is composed of are). 

Theoretically a component or module has a certain degree of reusability (Figure 
24) but the rate varies depending on several factors: 

 
• dependencies between components 
• “standard libraries” 
• API 
• data type variations 

 
Dependencies between components obvious reasons why a 

component becomes less reusable however there are ways weaken 
those dependencies. One is to design the component/subsystem to 
be self contained with no linkages to external systems  [12]. 
Following this approach enables easy maintenance and potential 
replacement of the subsystem. Using a bottom-up development 
automatically accomplishes this, as discussed in Section  4.2.2. 

Despite their name, standard libraries are not so standard. The 
functionality may differ from platform to platform.  

Every API has their own set of structures or classes that are 
meant to be common. One such structure is the D3DXVECTOR3 
structure from the Direct3D API. This structure is supposed to 
represent a vector in 3D space. Problems arise when developing 
cross-platform; such structures must be isolated into their respective 
API’s containers or they will compromise code reusability. 

 

4.3.2. Component Based Development (CBD) 

In the late 1990 Component-based development appeared  [4]. This approach 
focused on reuse of software system development. It was a result of the impact that 
object-oriented development had on software engineering.  

The purpose of object oriented development was to increase the reuse of classes 
and objects for different development purposes. Since most of the classes developed 
within projects were being too detailed and particular it did not turn out to be as 
expected. Often code examples or the source code it-self was necessary to be able to 
reuse the object class. Therefore the component based development was introduced as 
a more general abstraction then the classes. Components could be seen as stand alone 
pieces of the systems that could deliver services upon invocation. This implies that the 
components may be written in various languages and be running on different platforms 
 [4]  [33]. 

The widely used definition of component based development is Szyperski’s 
definition  [32]: 

 
“A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified 

interface and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be 
deployed independently and is subject to composition by third parts.” 

 
In other words a component can be seen as a black box with an outer interface. A 

simple example of a component is a mathematical function that computes the area of a 
rectangle. Third part systems that need to compute the area of a rectangle invokes the 
component which provides the result to the system  [4]  [33]  [38]. 
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Advantages/ Disadvantages 
• Components are reusable and prevent inventing the wheel every time 

developing a system. 
• Since the component is an independent standalone black box, source codes 

are not available. This prevents customization of the component  [33]. 
 

4.3.3. Components of the shelf (COTS) 

A further step of Component Based Development is COTS, which refers to the 
term Commercial-Off-The-Shelf. By using COTS you use components offered by 
third-party vendors. These save developers time by letting them utilize ready for use 
components. It also facilitates the re-use of components preventing creating the wheel 
every time  [33]. 

With the size of current games, support of COTS incorporation is becoming 
increasingly important. It is important to design the game architecture to be flexible 
and allow replacements of existing components with COTS and the other way around. 

The features of COTS are usually as follows: 
 

• COTS components are bought from vendors and integrated into systems by 
the developers. The components itself is not modified but are used as it is. 

• Source code and implementation documents are normally not supplied with 
the component. 

 
Further improvements and maintenance of the component is not made by the 

developers, but is entirely made by the vendors who delivers the component  [7]. 
Some of the advantages with COTS are  [7]: 
 

• One obvious advantage is that you will save time and money since you buy 
a component that is tested and ready to use. Resulting in developers doesn’t 
need to build it from scratch. 

• Getting rid of the maintenance cost. 
• Incorporation of new technology since the vendors improves the 

component continuously. 
 
Some of the risks/disadvantages  [7]  [33]: 
 

• No control of the component, meaning that the game developers do not 
have the source code for possible customization. This may be a necessity 
for using the COTS in the specific game context that is to be developed. 
Thereby the reusability may not always sustain.  

• No control of the evolution of the component. Future versions of 
component cannot promise increased functionality, performance or bug 
fixes. 

• Support could be insufficient by the vendor when needed. 
• Complications with interoperability. Some of the COTS may not fit with 

the existing systems or may bring some conflicts with other developed or 
purchased components. 
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4.3.4. Design patterns 

Design patterns describe solutions to common recurring design problems. 
Common properties of patterns are  [34]: 

 
• They have been proven. Patterns reflect the experience, knowledge 

and insights of developers who have successfully used these patterns 
in their own work. 

• They are reusable. Patterns provide a ready-made solution that can 
be adapted to different problems as necessary. 

• They are expressive. Patterns provide a common vocabulary of 
solutions that can express large solutions succinctly 

 
Even though patterns provide a very effective form of reuse they are expensive 

when introducing into design processes since only experienced programmers can 
utilize them effectively  [33]. In the literature Patterns in Game Design  [2] over 200 
patterns used in game development are presented. We will describe a few of those 
patterns that play an important role in reusability. 

 
Interface 
The interface is a commonly used pattern [12]. This pattern enforces any subclasses 

to follow a specified design. Interfaces play a key role when developing reusable 
components since the user will be working against the interfaces of a system and not 
its implementation. The interface is often used in conjunction with the object factory 
and singleton pattern. 

 
Object Factory pattern 
The purpose of the object factory is to create families of objects  [28]. The user 

tells the factory the type of object to create at runtime and the factory returns a base 
class interface for the requested object. With this type of decoupling the user does not 
need to know how the object is implemented, he only works against the interface. This 
pattern comes in two variants, standard object factory and abstract object factory. The 
abstract factory pattern is same as the standard factory but with an additional level of 
abstraction, the factory needed to create the object is also chosen at run time. Figure 25 
illustrates a simple abstract object factory, here the Factory objects represent the 
creational classes and the Product classes are the objects created. 

 
Figure 25: Abstract object factory pattern 
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By simply adopting the engines around an object factory pattern the scalability of 

the system can increase tremendously. In Figure 26 we validate this statement with an 
example of this scalability with the object factory pattern applied to the graphics 
subsystem. First the application requests a graphics manager interface by calling the 
object factory’s GetGraphicsManager(ID). The ID parameter represents a unique 
identifier bound to a specific graphics manager object. Based on this identifier, the 
object factory creates the appropriate graphics manager object and returns it. Each 
graphics manager object is also obligated to register itself to the object factory at 
startup so the factory is aware of available managers. With this design, all one has to 
do in order to add more rendering packages is to derive from the IGraphicsManager 
interface and register itself to the object factory with a unique identifier. We have in 
other words designed a graphics subsystem that allows a great number of rendering 
packages to be added without affecting the existing design and at the same time hiding 
the specific implementation from the user. Incidentally this also allows the user to 
switch between rendering packages in real-time just by sending different identifiers to 
the factory. 

The object factory does not only apply for the engines, game entities are also 
promising candidates for this pattern.  

 

 
 

4.3.5. Frameworks 

One of the definitions for a software framework reads: “A software framework is a 
reusable design for a software system (or subsystem)”  [35]. The primary benefits of 
frameworks are modularity, reusability and extensibility  [8]. In game development 
having a core framework does not only increase the development of games, they play a 
central part in tools development as well  [12]  [28]  [36]. Having to rewrite specific 

 

Register 

Figure 26: Object Factory pattern 

Register 
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tools for each game becomes a nuisance, especially if these tools are extensive 
applications. 

Frameworks come in different variations depending on the requirements. If the 
framework is to be used for many games then designing it to be game independent is 
the obvious choice, however it also makes sense to give the framework game 
dependent portions if it is going to be used for a single game on multiple platforms 
 [36]. 

One of the requirements for a good modular decomposition is that the framework 
must be both open and closed  [6]. The definitions for both are: 

 
• Open module – the module can still be extended. New functionality 

can still be added  [6] 
• Closed module – the module is complete and stable interface and can 

be used by other systems  [6] 
 
If a module’s implementation is changed but it its interface is not then it is 

considered both open and closed  [6] since it has been modified but other dependent 
modules are not affected since the interface remained constant. These frameworks are 
not used by games only but also by the tools that are needed for creating game 
resources. Building specific tools for a certain game only is not feasible; allowing the 
tools to take advantage of the generic framework not only leads to faster development 
of the tools but also makes them to reusable in future projects. 

In a case study presented in Game Developer Magazine, the advantages for a 
generic framework become clear. The Viper game engine developed by Zombie was 
used in their game, SpecOps: Rangers lead the way, and contains no game-specific 
code. The engine only consisted of a 3D-renderer, script-engine and sound-engine. To 
demonstrate the engines reusability a team of non-programmers were able to create a 
monster-truck racing game over a weekend  [10]. 
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5. Comparison 
In this section comparisons between the existing methods and the proposed one are 

presented. First all common traits between all of processes are presented in Section  5.1 
followed by separate comparisons between each process and RGP.  

 

5.1. Common traits 
One of the things all of the models have in common is prototyping. Prototyping is 

very important in game development since it is used to find important requirements for 
game play balance or game play experience. Another trait is that they all from the start 
focus on establishing a technology base. 

 

5.2. Comparisons between RGP and existing models 
The next subsections briefly bring up differences between RGP and the presented 

development models. 
 

5.2.1. RGP vs. Meier/Rouse 

Both Rouse’s and Meier’s models strongly focus on the game content from the 
start. Although RGP also focuses on game content early on it is only on a small scale 
due to greater focus on the framework initially. These models focus on an Agile 
development approach where communication is spread through word of mouth and 
less time is spent on documenting. RGP is greatly dependent on a requirements/design 
specification in order to alleviate potential modifications to the framework design. 

  

5.2.2. RGP vs. Logg 

Although it may not appear like it but the RGP model is very similar to Logg’s 
model with slight modifications. In RGP, the ‘Design’ and ‘Technical specification’ 
from Logg’s model represent the ‘Analysis and design’ but with the exception that it 
spans over the entire project’s lifespan instead of only ¾. The implementation is longer 
aswell and the ‘Critical Implementation’ in Logg’s model is actually the prototyping 
which takes place in process three in the RGP model. The difference is that RGP does 
not conform to the top-down development model as much as Logg’s model does. 

 

5.2.3. RGP vs. Rollings and Morris 

This is the model which RGP resembles the most. They both use a two-layered 
approach and they both are based on the software factory methodology but the 
resemblances stop here. “Game architecture and design”  [28] only gives suggestions 
on how to prototype the first iteration of a framework and no further further details are 
provided for the remaining phases of the development. 
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5.3. Special RGP features 
A feature RGP has over all the other processes except for Rollings and Morris’ is 

that it does not enforce a game idea to start developing. While work is still being done 
on the framework the team still has time to decide on the game vision. The game 
vision however must have been established before the start of development phase two. 
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6. Discussion 
In this section everything mentioned this far in the thesis is summarized and 

discussed.  
 

6.1. Special considerations 
Early in the thesis several assumptions and terms that are encountered throughout 

the paper are brought up. This is to ensure that a specific line of reasoning is followed. 
The logic in RGP is not affected however. An example of this is game development 
for handheld devices. A considered small game for the PC may not need a memory 
manager or even a resource manager but for a handheld device where such a game is 
considered large, those subsystems become critical. 

Developing the RGP framework using a function-oriented language such as C is 
very feasible. Since C does not have classes the framework is automatically forced to a 
modular design (composition). 

 

6.2. Advantages and disadvantages of RGP 
Since RGP is software factory based, it inherits the benefits and drawbacks of the 

software factory: 
 

Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of a software factory  [28] 
 Advantages Disadvantages 
Project Average project length will be 

shortened. 
Initial project will take longer. 

Project Increased visibility of project 
progress. 

More administration. 

Reusability Code is reusable and 
maintainable. 

Code takes longer to develop 
initially. 

Reusability Makes cross-platform releases 
easier. 

Reusable wrapper libraries must be 
developed for each platform. 

Reliability Code will be more reliable. Code will be more generic, and 
more difficult to develop. 

Know-how Knowledge is spread out among 
all developers. 

New developers have to learn 
unfamiliar libraries. 

Know-how Increased specialization of 
developers. 

Less skill flexibility. 

 
These also apply for Rollings and Morris’ model  [28]. 
 
Project 
Even though using RGP will be more beneficial in the long run, the initial 

development time is something that cannot be neglected. Since RGP is dependent on 
subsequent iterations over several projects in order to evolve it is not appealing for 
companies with short term projects that require quick results. This includes companies 
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that outsource1 other game companies’ games. Another cascading effect of the 
increased development time is the cost. Since the initial development time takes longer 
to develop, the cost required to finance the project will also rise which might not be 
within the company’s budget. 

One great advantage with RGP’s development layout is that it allows for the game 
vision to evolve during development phase one. A game idea is in other words not 
necessary in order to start developing. Unfortunately this is a side-effect that mainly 
indie-developers can take advantage of. Game companies, especially those that are 
under assignment of a publisher usually have a vision document early on  [17]. 

 
Reusability 
Code reusability and maintainability will drastically increase but again at the time 

cost for the initial project. 
Many of the present games are released on multiple platforms and the reasons are 

 [16]: 
 

• Increased profit 
• Larger potential market 
• Customer loyalty 

 
Unless the game is designed to be platform-friendly it will be extremely difficult 

to port the game  [16]. Designing a cross-platform solution however requires careful 
planning. This leads to an additional increase of development time and cost. 
Management might be willing to sacrifice the development cost for a potential profit 
increase but the development times are usually set to certain times of year. Releases 
during major holidays like Christmas tend to be more profitable than during summer 
 [18]. 

 
Reliability 
Designing a generic framework will, if done properly, generate a very reliable 

code-base. Doing so is however very difficult, if the framework becomes too generic 
then the engine will suffer a great performance loss  [28] which is not acceptable in 
real-time applications such as games.  

Other problems that can arise are because of incremental improvements to the 
framework. Incremental improvements are when an existing feature or component is 
redone, resulting in possible backward compatibility breakups  [28]. We will use a 
scenario to strengthen that statement: 

A game company develops the game “GameA” using framework version 1.0. One 
year later the framework is in its 1.5 revision and has been improved with various 
enhancements to the graphics engine. The company decides to release an expansion 
pack for the game but they also want to take advantage of the new capabilities of the 
improved framework. The expansion will only require new game resources, no 
additional coding is required. Due to certain changes to the graphics engine however 
the old game code is not complying with the new framework. The game company has 
now two choices; to revert back to the old framework or rewrite certain parts of the 
game. Reverting back to the old framework will only result in the same game with 
only extra levels while rewriting certain parts of the game might result to a better 
game. This scenario should not occur if the framework is designed properly and 
regression testing is used. 

 
 

                                                 
 
1 To have a service performed or a function completed by others outside of a company 
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Know-how 
The know-how is evenly spread among the team members; the risk of having a 

single person knowledgeable within a certain area is decreased. This reduces project 
risks such as when a development team member falls sick and his/her work must be 
covered by another team member. 

 

6.2.1. Possible solutions 

Most of the problems cannot be reduced due to their nature however there is an 
approach to decrease the initial time cost which is the most major disadvantage of 
RGP. This involves shifting a fraction of the initial development time over to 
subsequent project iterations by using temporary COTS solutions. During the initial 
project, using temporary COTS can fill in the void of subsystems in the framework 
until they can be replaced by in-house versions. The initial development time can thus 
be further decreased at the cost of slightly increased development times for future 
iterations. This approach is the same as the one used in rapid prototyping described in 
Section  3.2.4. 

 

6.3. Findings 
As shown by the software factory methodology, RGP will in fact be able to 

produce games with reduced development time over the course of several iterations. 
The downside is that many of RGP’s areas require experience and without that 
experience the framework is directly affected leading to many potential future 
maintenances and increased development time. This defeats RGP’s purpose of 
reducing the overall development time. 

Even if we were to show that RGP does decrease the overall development time, it 
is important to note where this time reduction occurs. RGP focuses on producing 
reusable components but overall, the time spent developing the game logic will 
basically not decrease by much. This means that the greatest time reduction will occur 
during development phase one. 

Despite the fact that RGP uses many principles from the software factory 
methodology it is not certain that RGP would be beneficial in a game development 
environment. 

We initially found the chosen methodology to be sufficient to test if the hypothesis 
would hold but due to the existing shallow surveys performed  [13]  [29] it is hard to 
conclude anything. We were in other words not able to show that our hypothesis holds 
but not that it can be rejected either. 

 

6.3.1. RGP Framework iteration 

The first iteration of the framework took roughly six months to complete  [15]. We 
were able to directly incorporate the framework into the new project and use it without 
major modifications. Large parts of the framework however were outdated both 
technically and architecturally and required major improvements. These improvements 
were completed within a month and the framework had entered a new revision. Since 
the underlying architecture remained the same, the iterative development proceeded 
much faster than previously. What would otherwise have taken several months to 
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develop, if it had been done from scratch, took only one month with additional 
features. 

 
Table 4: Development time for reforming the RGP framework  
Project start: 2006-01
Project end: 2006-02
Hours/week: ~5-6h
People involved: 1
Total time (man hours): ~27h

These results are however not entirely valid since several other factors can have 
contributed to the short development time: 

 
• Experience – the developers have obtained a higher degree of knowledge 

since last which resulted in faster problem solving. 
• Routines – the developers have become more familiar with the tools and 

produce results at a higher rate. 
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7. Conclusions 
In this section not many conclusions could be drawn due to several reasons but the 

most important assumptions are answered. 
 
With the immense growing rate of computer games, time has become a crucial 

factor and so will the need for fast and reliable development processes. Developing a 
game from scratch is becoming a frightening experience and even though several 
reusability principles exist many choose to start from the beginning since their game 
engine is outdated or design does not allow expandability. RGP is simply a proposal 
for a game development process. It uses many similar approaches to game 
development like the ones presented in this thesis however it has not been tested on 
such a level that it has shown to be a practical approach for all kinds of game 
development.  

RGP was initially meant for very small development teams (1-2 developers) but 
has matured slightly over the past 2 years and is now more suitable for larger teams. 

The RGP model strives for reusability and it tries to provide a highly reusable 
framework by abiding by several reusability principles. In the end it still comes down 
to the framework design. In this thesis we have not defined a concrete architecture for 
the framework since we wanted to leave that for the developers to design. Many 
developers like to design a game according to their own principles and ideas. If it 
becomes too generic however it will suffer a performance loss whereas if it becomes 
too specific the flexibility will decrease. In theory RGP is already a validated process 
since it uses similar approaches to development as other in-use development models. 

To summarize, even though RGP promises a lot it still needs to undergo thorough 
verification before those statements can be fully confirmed. 
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